Abstract-Single-time-scale distributed estimation of dynamic systems via a network of sensors/estimators is addressed in this letter. In single-time-scale distributed estimation, the two fusion steps, consensus and measurement exchange, are implemented only once, in contrast to, e.g., a large number of consensus iterations at every step of the system dynamics. We particularly discuss the problem of failure in the sensor/estimator network and how to recover for distributed estimation by adding new sensor measurements from equivalent states. We separately discuss the recovery for two types of sensors, namely α and β sensors. We propose polynomial-order algorithms to find equivalent state nodes in graph representation of the system to recover for distributed observability. The polynomialorder solution is particularly significant for large-scale systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NFORMATION and signal fusion in multisensor systems has recently gained a significant attention in signalprocessing literature [1] - [12] . Emergence of Internet of Things and the so-called cyber-physical systems (CPS) has motivated practical applications, where sensors and, generally, smart devices, are integrated into the physical systems [13] . Recently, a growing interest is directed toward distributed estimation in CPS [1] - [7] , [14] - [16] , where the state of the dynamical system is globally tracked by sensors. The sensors communicate and share their estimations/measurements over the communication network at the same time scale as the time evolution of system dynamics. This scenario is known as single-time-scale estimation and is privileged with low communication demand and no H. constraint on local observability of sensors (see [3] - [7] for details), in contrast to Kalman consensus filters [9] , [17] . In this scenario, the system structure dictates the sensor-network structure. If the system is structurally full rank, a strongly connected (SC) sensor network is sufficient for stable estimation [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , [15] . However, more than strong connectivity is required for tracking rank-deficient systems, where it is shown that centralized communication hubs are required to recover observability by the monitoring cyber-network [4] , [5] , [14] . Indeed, (distributed) observability of the system determines the underlying communication topology among sensors/estimators 1 in CPS.
Contributions:
The questions that we address here are as follows: How the failure of a sensor affects the distributed observability in the single-time-scale distributed estimation? And, what are the countermeasures to recover for this failure? These questions are to a great extent unexplored in the literature. It is known that if the sensor is essential for estimation, its failure implies loss of necessary information and loss of system observability. We propose to overcome this problem by placing new sensors to measure new states in the dynamical system. The idea is to infer equivalent information of the system to regain distributed observability and to stabilize the mean squared error (MSE) of estimation. The sensors are classified into α-type and β-type based on their role in distributed estimation; see, e.g., [4] and [5] for details. Using a graph-theoretic approach, we show that if the failed sensor is α-type measuring state x i , the observability is recovered by adding a new sensor measuring a state x j sharing a contraction with x i in system digraph. A polynomialorder algorithm for contraction detection is provided. On the other hand, if the failed sensor is β-type measuring state x i , the estimation is recovered by adding a new sensor measuring state x j sharing a strongly connected component (SCC) with x i in system digraph. Note that the proposed methods are graph theoretic and irrespective of the numerical system parameters that are particularly significant for large-scale system application.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider estimation of a linear time-invariant (LTI) system with measurements:
where
m is the measurement vector, v and r are noise variables with standard assumptions on Gaussianity and independence, and k is the discrete-time index. Based on [18] , estimation of the noise-corrupted LTI model in (1) and (2) renders bounded estimation error if and only if the system is observable (detectable). 2 Observability ensures that the entire system state, x, can be uniquely recovered from the noise-corrupted measurements, y. In this letter, single-time-scale distributed estimation is addressed. In single-time-scale distributed estimation, both system dynamics and distributed estimator evolve at the same time scale [1] - [7] , [14] , [15] . This method is privileged with tracking faster system dynamics and imposing less communication burden. This is contrary to the two-time-scale method, where information fusion (consensus) is performed faster than system dynamics [9] , [17] . In the single-time estimation method, two types of information fusion are performed: 1) prediction fusion, i.e., sharing sensors' prediction of the state over a communication network; and 2) measurement fusion, i.e., sharing sensors' measurements over a communication network. Either one of these two types of information fusion (for example, only prediction fusion [15] or only measurement fusion [14] 3 ) or both of them [4] , [5] can be applied. Accordingly, the sensors are classified based on performing each type of information fusion as follows.
Definition 1: Sensors are type-α if they are required to share their measurement over a communication network. Sensors are type-β if they are required to share their state prediction over a communication network.
In this direction, the communication network of sensors are defined as follows.
Definition 2: Sensors perform prediction fusion over network G β , with N β defined as the neighborhood of nodes and matrix W as its adjacency matrix. 4 Sensors perform measurement fusion over network G α , with N α defined as the neighborhood of nodes.
Furthermore, define D H as
Theorem 1: Given a system matrix A, measurement matrices 5 then there exist a gain matrix K k such that the distributed estimation achieves asymptotic omniscience and the error dynamics achieves global asymptotic stability on MSE.
The detailed proof is given in [4] , [5] , and [19] . The proof for the special case of (only) prediction fusion is provided in [1] and [15] and (only) measurement fusion in [14] .
Remark 1:
The communication network G α is defined as a hub network, where every α-sensor directly shares its information with all other sensors. On the other hand, the communication network G β is an SC network. For more details, see [1] , [4] , [5] , [14] , and [15] .
The problem we address in this letter is when one (or more) sensor fails to measure a state, and therefore, the system is not observable to the sensor network, i.e., the distributed estimator loses distributed observability. The countermeasure is to add a new sensor in the sensor network to recover for loss of observability, while the method for observability recovery and necessary connectivity in the sensor network differs depending on the type of sensor (α or β). Overall, the distributed observability recovery in sensor networks is defined in the following. 
III. GRAPH-THEORETIC OBSERVABILITY
To solve the problem, instead of the algebraic Gramian observability test, an alternative graph-theoretic approach is applied over system digraph. We first introduce some graph notions to present the main result on graph-theoretic observability and classification. Let X = {x 1 
−→ Y) if it ends in Y.
A cycle is a path starting and ending at the same node. A cycle family is a set of cycles that are mutually disjoint and do not share any node. Similarly, a path and a cycle are disjoint if they do not share any node. More details on this construction can be found in [4] , [5] , and [20] . [21] and the proof for dual problem of structural controllability in [22] and [23] .
Next, we review some graph notions on the bipartite representation of system to find the necessary states for observability. The proof is given in our previous work [4] , [5] . The proof of part (i) for SC networks (for dual case of controllability) is given in [23] .
Following Definition 1, the sensors are classified according to the following lemma.
Lemma 1: A sensor measuring an unmatched state node x j ∈ δM in system digraph is α-type. A sensor measuring a state in a parent SCC is β-type.
The proof is given in our previous work [4] , [5] .
IV. SENSOR FAILURE RECOVERY
Sensor failures are prevalent in sensor networks due to harsh environmental conditions, possible adversary attacks, and the nature of sensing devices [24] . In this section, we investigate the countermeasures to recover distributed observability ((W ⊗ A, D H )-observability) under sensor failure. We separately analyze sensor failure in G α for measurement update and in G β for prediction fusion and the countermeasures to recover for distributed observability by adding equivalent sensor measurements.
A. Type-α Sensor Failure
Recall from Lemma 1 that an α-sensor measures an unmatched state in system digraph and share its measurement (as a hub) over G α . Having a failed α-sensor implies the loss of (distributed) observability of an unmatched state. Let H α represent the failed measurement; therefore, according to definition, D H must be recovered. The solution is by adding a new state measurement H α of structurally equivalent unmatched state. The equivalent unmatched state nodes are defined by the set of contractions in system digraph. Notice that inAlgorithm 1, ⊕ represents the XOR operator in set theory. As a result of this operator, each augmenting path increases the size of the matching by one till it reaches the maximum matching. More detailed explanations and definitions on contractions and related topics are available in [25] .
Remark 2: Every state node in a contraction C i represents an unmatched node for a choice of maximum matching, M [5] , [25] , [26] . Furthermore, the size of contraction determines the number of possible options of equivalent states for sensor recovery.
Remark 3: Note that the connectivity of the new sensor α in G α is similar to the connectivity of the failed sensor α.
B. Type-β Sensor Failure
Recall from Lemma 1 that a β-sensor measures a state in a parent SCC and shares its state prediction on an SC graph G β . Having a failed β-sensor implies the loss of necessary information on state prediction. Let H β represent the failed sensor measurement; therefore according to Definition 2, W ⊗ A must be recovered. This is by an equivalent state measurement H β providing equivalent state prediction. These equivalent states are defined by the set of states sharing an SCC, as discussed in Section III. Part ii of Theorem 3 states that measurement of at least one state (any state) from each parent SCC is necessary for observability. Therefore, losing the measurement of one state in a parent SCC, the observability is recovered by measuring another state in the same SCC. This is done via well-known graphtheoretic algorithms for SCC classification, namely depth first search (DFS) [27] or Tarjan algorithm [28] . These algorithms are widely provided in related literature [25] , [27] , [28] and are omitted here due to space limitation.
Remark 4: The size of the parent SCC determines the number of equivalent states. If the parent SCC is in the form of a self-cycle, it only includes one state node, and therefore, there is no equivalent state measurement to recover for estimation.
Remark 5: Note that the new sensor β follows similar connectivity as the failed sensor β, i.e., it shares its prediction over an SC graph G β .
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION
Consider a discrete-time dynamic system of n = 10 states. Following the results of Theorem 3, we find the SCCs and unmatched node of the system. From Theorem 3, the number of necessary sensors for observability is m = 3: one measuring the unmatched state and the other two each measuring a state in a parent SCC [see Fig. 1(left) ]. Zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance 0.25 2 for both measurement and system is considered. The following distributed estimator is applied:
with x i k |m defined as estimation of x by sensor i at step k given the measurements up to time m. The first step (3) is prediction fusion and the latter step (4) is measurement fusion. For this estimator, the error dynamics is given as the following equation [4] :
] is global error, and q k collects the noise terms. Note that, to have a fully distributed estimator, the gain matrix K k is block diagonal, where the ith diagonal block K i k is the gain matrix for the estimator i. For distributed estimation and stability of the MSE according to Remark 1, α-sensor directly shares its measurement of system unmatched state, and two β-sensors share their state predictions over an SC network. This network setting guarantees that the pair (W ⊗ A, D H ) is observable, for which a block-diagonal gain matrix K may be found using the procedure described in [29] and [30] ; also see our prior work in [4] . The weights of the prediction fusion network are chosen randomly, such that W remains a stochastic matrix. The simulation is performed over 1000 Monte Carlo trials, and the time evolution of the MSE at each sensor is shown in Fig. 1(right) .
Next, we assume that the α-sensor fails; therefore, (W ⊗ A, D H ) is no more observable, and the tracking MSE goes unbounded for all sensors. As a countermeasure to recover for this, another sensor α measuring an equivalent unmatched state node needs to be added. In Fig. 2(top-left) , using Algorithm 1, the set of equivalent unmatched nodes (contraction nodes) are shown in red color. Placing a sensor on the equivalent state and sharing its measurement directly with two other sensors recovers the distributed observability. This implies the stability of MSE for all sensors, as shown in Fig. 2(top-right) . Note that the design procedure for gain matrix K is the same as in [4] , [29] , and [30] . Next, consider both β-sensors are failed. Therefore, sensor measurements from equivalent states (sharing SCC) are required. This is given in Fig. 2(bottom-left) , as states sharing a parent SCC are shown in different colors using the DFS algorithm. Measuring an equivalent state in each SCC and sharing state predictions over an SC network guarantee the stability of MSE, as shown in Fig. 2(bottom-right) .
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Distributed estimation recovery via equivalent sensor measurements is addressed. Graph-theoretic algorithms are proposed to find the equivalent states for recovery of two types of sensors. The complexity of the contraction detection algorithm for α-sensor recovery is O(n 2.5 ). For SCC classification and β-sensor recovery, the complexity is O(n 2 ). The polynomial-order solution and the graph-theoretic approach support application in large-scale systems.
